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Creo Enhancement Request: attachment of annotation to another 
annotation via OFFSET placement in solid mode  
  

In drawing mode it is possible, to attach annotations of type symbol instance via offset placement 
with respect to another annotation, e.g. a dimension. This is shown in following figure.  

  
Figure 1: Symbol instance DIN_6770_CC is attached to dimension d0 via offset placement.   

 In this example, an instance of symbol DIN_6770_CC is attached to a dimension d0, which is shown 
in a drawing view, via offset placement. If the dimension is moved, the attached symbol will also be 
moved, so that the relative position is not changed.  

This attachment type is currently (Creo 8) not available in the solid mode.    

Enhancement Request ER 1. Attachment of symbol instances to annotations via offset placement 
should also be possible in solid mode. More generally: attachment of annotations to other 
annotations via offset placement should be possible in solid mode.  
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Figure 2: annotation of type dimension in a part.  

If for example there is an annotation of type dimension in a part, then it should be possible to attach 
a symbol instance to this dimension via offset placement, so that this symbol is placed in the same 
placement plane as the dimension and with the same orientation. If the dimension is moved, then 
the symbol instance should also automatically be moved, so that the relative position is not changed. 
The relative position can be changed by moving the symbol instance.   

 

Figure 4: symbol instance attached to dimension ad218 via placement type ‚Offset‘.  

  

  

ER 2, Toolkit Enhancement Request: provide toolkit functionality, 
which allows to set attachment type OFFSET for symbol instances in 
solid mode.  

   
In current Toolkit (Creo 8.0) there is functionality for creating a symbol instance in a drawing with 
offset attachment with respect to an annotation of type dimension, geometrical tolerance, note or 
symbol.   

Figure  3 :  symb ol instance attached to a dimension annotation in a  
part.   
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Figure 5: Toolkit function sequence for creation of symbol instance with offset attachment in a drawing.  

  

The same functionality can be used for the creation of a symbol instance in a solid, if attachment type 
FREE is used. There is one more function call needed to define the placement plane 
(ProDtlsyminstdataPlaneSet).   

  
Figure 6: Toolkit function sequence for creation of symbol instance with free attachment in a solid.  

  

If attachment type OFFSET is used, the creation of a symbol instance in a solid fails.  

   
Figure 7: Toolkit function sequence for symbol instance creation with offset attachment fails in solid mode.  
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Enhancement Request ER 2. After implementation of ER 1 as described above, the existing Toolkit 
functions for creation of symbol instances should be extended, so that the creation with offset 
attachment is possible. In this case the placement plane for the symbol instance to be created should 
be the same as for the annotation, to which the symbol instance is to be attached. Therefore the 
explicit specification of the placement plane via function ProDtlsyminstPlaneSet should not be 
necessary. Therefore the creation should be possible with following function call sequence.   

  
Figure 8: Intended Toolkit function call sequence for creation of symbol instance with offset attachment in solid mode.  

   

  

  


